We analyze the evolution from the weak coupling (BCS-like limit) to the strong coupling limit of tightly bound local pairs (LP's) in the 2D asymmetric attractive Hubbard model, in the presence of the Zeeman magnetic field (h). The broken symmetry Hartree approximation is used. We also apply the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) scenario to determine the phase coherence temperatures. We obtain that for the spin dependent hopping integrals (t ↑ = t ↓ ) the homogeneous polarized superfluid (SCM ) phase in the ground state for the strong attraction and lower filling can be stabilized. We find a topological quantum phase transition (Lifshitz type) from the unpolarized superfluid phase (SC0) to SCM and tricritical point in the (h − µ) and spin polarization (P ) vs. attraction (U < 0) ground state phase diagrams. The finite temperatures phase diagrams for t ↑ = t ↓ are constructed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Unconventional superconductivity in strongly correlated electron systems and spin-polarized superfluidity (in the context of cold atomic Fermi gases) are currently investigated and widely discussed in the leading world literature.
Recent works of experimental groups from MIT 1,2 and also from Rice University 3 began investigations of quantum Fermi gases ( 6 Li) with unequal numbers of fermions with down (↓) and up (↑) spins (N ↓ = N ↑ -systems with population imbalance). The possibility to control the population imbalance and the coupling has motivated the attempts to understand the BCS-BEC crossover phase diagrams at zero and finite temperatures for imbalanced systems.
The presence of a magnetic field, population imbalance or mass imbalance introduces a mismatch between the Fermi surfaces (FS). This makes the realization of many interesting phases possible, e.g.: the spatially homogeneous spin-polarized superconductivity (breached pair (BP)) which has a gapless spectrum for the majority spin species 4 . The coexistence of the superfluid and the normal component in the isotropic state is characteristic for the BP phase. This kind of state was originally considered by Sarma 5 . Some theoretical studies of Fermi condensates in systems with spin and mass imbalances have shown that the BP state can have excess fermions with two FS's (BP-2 or interior gap state) [6] [7] [8] [9] . According to some investigations, the interior gap state 6 is unstable even for large mass ratio 10, 11 . Therefore, the problem of stability of the BP-2 state is open. At strong attraction, the SC M phase occurs in three-dimensional imbalanced Fermi gases 4 ,
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as well as in the spin-polarized attractive Hubbard model in a dilute limit (for h = 0, r = 1 12 and r = 1 13 ). This homogeneous magnetized superfluid state consisting of a coherent mixture of LP's (hard-core bosons) and excess spin-up fermions (Bose-Fermi mixture) can only have one Fermi surface (BP-1).
In this paper we focus on s-wave superconducting (SC) phases on a square lattice, described by the attractive Hubbard model (AHM) (U < 0) in a magnetic field with spin dependent hopping 14 : Applying the broken symmetry Hartree approximation, we obtain the equations for the gap parameter ∆ = − U N i c i↓ c i↑ , particle number n = n ↑ + n ↓ (determining µ), where: n σ = 1/N i c † iσ c iσ and magnetization M 15, 16 . The equations take into account the spin polarization (P = (n ↑ − n ↓ )/n) in the presence of a magnetic field and spin-dependent hopping (t
We also calculate the superfluid stiffness ρ s (T ) which for t ↑ = t ↓ takes the form:
where: ) can be determined from the universal relation:
).
In the strong coupling limit (|U | ≫ t), AHM (U < 0, h = 0, r = 1) is mapped (via the canonical transformation 17, 18 ) onto the pseudo-spin model (with the Hamiltonian operating in the subspace of states without single occupancy). After the transformation to the bosonic operators, this Hamiltonian describes a system of hard-core bosons on a lattice 14, 19 :
with the commutation relations [20] [21] [22] :
2|U|
,μ = 2µ + |U | + K 0 -chemical potential for bosons, K 0 = j K ij , primed sum excludes terms with i = j. If r = 1, the charge density wave ordered (CO) state can develop for any particle concentration. The SC to CO transition is a first order at h = 0, r = 1 and n = 1. The critical n (n c ) (within the mean field (MF) approximation) above which SC can coexist with commensurate CO is given by 22, 23 : n c = 1 ± r−1 r+1 .
II. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Here we continue our analysis performed in Ref.
14 . Below we present further numerical results concerning the evolution from the weak (BCS like) to the strong coupling limit of tightly bound LP's with increasing |U |, for d = 2 and r = 1. The system of self-consistent equations 15, 16 has been solved numerically. The first order transition lines were determined from the condition Ω It is worth mentioning that in 2D system at r = 1 the Sarma or the breached phase is unstable even in the strong coupling limit. In Fig. 1 (inset) there is only first order phase transition from pure SC 0 to the NO phase (with increasing h) at fixed r = 3. However for higher value of the hopping ratio (r = 7), we observe also a continuous phase transition from SC 0 to SC M , with decreasing the chemical potential and increasing magnetic field. The character of transition from the superconducting to the normal phase changes with decreasing µ. Hence, we also find a tricritical point (TCP) in the diagram (blue point), at which a second order transition from SC M to NO-II terminates. We can have the following sequences of transitions: SC 0 → NO-II or SC 0 → SC M → NO-II. The SC 0 → SC M is a topological quantum phase transition (Lifshitz type). There is a cusp in the order parameter vs. magnetic field plots (for fixed n, for µ vs. h as well). There is also a change in the electronic structure. In SC 0 phase there is no FS but in SC M state is one FS for excess of fermions. On can notice that the presence of the Hartree term restricts the range of occurrence of the SC M phase except for a very dilute limit.
In Fig. 2 we present the P − |U | ground state diagram for low electron concentration n = 0.1 and fixed r, at h = 0. As mentioned before, in 2D system at r = 1, for h = 0, the SC M phase is unstable even in the strong coupling limit and the phase separation (PS) is favourable. This is in opposition to the 3D case in a Zeeman magnetic field 12 in which for r = 1 the SC M phase occurs for strong attraction and in the dilute limit. However, for r = 1 SC M in d = 2 can be stable. These types of solutions (with ∆(h)) appear (for r > 1) when h > (
(on the LP side)
14 . In the weak coupling limit the Sarma phase (BP-2) is unstable at T = 0 and PS is favoured for a fixed n. However, there is a critical value of |U c | SCM (red point in the diagram), for which the SC M state becomes stable, instead of PS. The transition from SC M to NO can be accomplished in two ways for fixed n: through PS-III (SC M +NO-II, where NO-II -fully polarized normal state) or through the second order phase transition for higher |U |. The change of the character of this transition manifests itself through TCP. Therefore, the magnetized superconducting state is stable only on the BEC side, for r = 1 in d = 2 (see Fig. 2 , P > 0). If r = 1, the symmetry with respect to h = 0 is broken. Hence, the diagram is not symmetric with respect to P = 0 and for P < 0 the PS is favorable instead of SC M in LP limit (Fig. 2) . It is worth to mention that the presented phase diagram has been constructed without the Hartree term because such a term restricts SC M occurrence to a very dilute limit. We have also extended our analysis to the finite temperatures. The KT phase transition is revealed by the universal jump of the superfluid density (3)- (2) . Fig. 3 shows T − P phase diagrams for n = 0.1, r = 7, at h = 0 and two values of the attraction -moderate weak (U = −3, E b /E F = 0.024) and strong (U = −11.5) coupling. These diagrams have been constructed within the mean field approximation (the solid lines (2 nd order transition lines), PS and gapless regions), but the phase coherence temperatures have been obtained within KT scenario (thick dash-double dotted line (red color)). In a strict theory, below KT temperature (T KT c ) the system has a quasi-long-range (algebraic) order. In our approach this is characterized by the non-zero gap (∆ = 0) and non-zero superfluid stiffness (ρ s = 0). In a weak coupling regime the KT superconductor (SC) exists at low |P | and low T (Fig. 3(a) ). The SC phase is restricted to low |P |, while for larger |P | the PS region is favored. There is also the region of pairs without coherence, i.e. nonsuperfluid, formally defined by ∆ = 0, ρ s = 0. In this region one observes a pseudogap behavior. Therefore, the region of incoherent pairs is different from the normal phase. On the T − P diagrams (Fig. 3(a) ), one finds MF TCPs at which the thermal transition changes from the second to the first order. We also show the gapless area within the state of pairing without coherence. This gapless region is above KT coherence temperatures in the weak coupling limit.
In the intermediate coupling, below T
KT c
the SC is strongly reduced to very low |P |. In the BCS-LP crossover point a polarized SC does not exist even for r = 1.
The situation is radically different in the spin asymmetric hopping and strong coupling case (Fig. 3(b) ). For sufficiently high value of r, below T KT c curve, a spin polarized KT superfluid state with gapless spectrum and one FS can be stable for all P > 0. If P < 0 there is a PS region at low T .
In the strong coupling limit, T
does not depend on the magnetic field, but it depends on the hopping (mass) ratio:
14 . This estimate for hard-core bosons (Hamiltonian (4)) gives upper bound on transition temperature in the strong coupling limit. The results obtained from Eqs. (2)- (3) in a deep bosonic regime are in very good agreement with those obtained from the strong coupling expansion.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the effect of a Zeeman magnetic field and the hopping imbalance on the BCS-BEC crossover at T = 0 and finite temperatures, for the 2D attractive Hubbard model.
We have obtained that if r = 1, the SC M phase is unstable in d = 2 even on the LP side. The effect of Zeeman magnetic field and hopping asymmetry combination (population and mass imbalance) can stabilize SC M phase on the LP side of crossover. This magnetized superfluid state, occurring for strong attraction and lower filling, is characterized by one FS and a gapless spectrum for the majority spin species. At T = 0, the BP-2 phase is unstable both for r = 1 and r = 1 on a 2D lattice.
We have also extended the BCS-LP crossover analysis to finite temperatures in d = 2 by invoking the KT scenario. In a weak coupling regime the spin polarization has a destructive influence on the KT superfluid state at r = 1 and r = 1. However, we have found that the range of P for occurrence of a spin-polarized KT superfluid is much larger on the LP side.
